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General Disclaimers 
Health and Safety Warnings 

 
WARNING! 

 

Please read all instructions and warnings before installing, operating and performing 
maintenance of this equipment.  It is recommended that users practice all precautions and 
safety instructions recommended at their facility.  All personnel who work with or who are 
exposed to this equipment must take precautions to protect themselves against serious or 
possibly fatal bodily injury. 

Starfire Industries LLC provides information on its products and associated hazards, but it 
assumes no responsibility for the after-sale operation or equipment or the safety practices of 
the owner or user.  This equipment produces or uses potentially lethal high-voltage, high-
current energy.  NEVER DEFEAT INTERLOCKS OR GROUNDS.  NEVER DISCONNECT CABLES 
WHEN HIGH-VOLTAGES ARE PRESENT.  There are no user-serviceable parts inside of the 
IMPULSE™.   

 
High-Voltage Warning 

 

Hazardous and possibly lethal voltages are present with the use of this device. The system 
should be set up and operated only by qualified personnel who are thoroughly familiar with 
the equipment. 

Allow a minimum of 5 minutes to elapse before connecting or disconnecting HV cables to allow 
for charge drainage.  Ensure an appropriate grounding strap (i.e. multiconductor braided 6 
AWG or better) is connected to the IMPULSE™ ground terminal and secured to the facility 
equipment common ground. 

 
DC Charging Supply Warning 

 

IMPORTANT.  Use a voltage-controlled DC power supply set to constant voltage mode.  Disable 
any high-voltage strike pulse or plasma initiation features to avoid damage to the IMPULSE™.   

Some direct-current power supplies have power or current control modes.  These modes must 
not be used when operating the IMPULSE™ or unstable operation and potential damage could 
occur. 

Setting a current limit of at most 4 amps is recommended to avoid over-current condition 
while starting or operating the IMPULSE™, but the DC power supply should be operated in a 
constant-voltage mode.  Similarly, a power limit of 2kW can be set, but the DC power supply 
should be operated in a constant-voltage mode.   

 
Personal Safety Warning 

 

All personnel who operate with or who are exposed to this equipment must take precautions 
to protect themselves against serious or possibly fatal bodily injury.  

In order to minimalize risk of deadly or bodily injury, disconnect all sources of input power 
before working on this unit or anything connecting to it. 
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Warranty Warning 

 

Opening the IMPULSE™ device for any reason will forfeit warranty of the device.  Any 
operation outside of its general use and operations described in this manual will terminate 
the warranty of this device.  Unauthorized upgrading, hacking, reverse-engineering, 
augmenting, self-repair, modding, or any unmentioned unauthorized use or operation will 
terminate the warranty. 

 

 

Return Policy 

 Please refer to reseller’s warranty policy documentation regarding return policy guidelines and 
procedures. 
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Overview: High-Power Impulse Magnetron 
Sputtering (HIPIMS) 
High Power Pulsed Magnetron Sputtering or High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HIPIMS) is a type 
of magnetron sputtering technique where high power pulses are applied to the magnetron target.  Typical 
pulse widths are a few microseconds to hundreds of microseconds, and typical pulse repetition 
frequencies range from a few Hz to several kHz.  Figure 1 shows a characteristic voltage and current 
waveform from the IMPULSE™ HIPIMS power supply operating with intense, short pulses.  In such a 
discharge, the target peak power densities during the pulse can be in the order of several tens of kilowatts 
per square centimeter whereas the average power densities are comparable or equal to that of Direct 
Current Magnetron Sputtering (dcMS) discharges. 

 
Figure 1.  Characteristic voltage and current waveform from the IMPULSE™ for a reference case.1 

The HIPIMS discharge exists in the same pressure regime as dcMS, and the existing magnetic field 
assemblies which are used for dcMS sputtering can provide stable ignition and operation of HIPIMS 
discharge. Therefore, by just changing the power supply in the exact same sputtering system the 
characteristics of the plasma can be changed and therefore the properties of the films as well.  See Table 
1 below for a comparison of parameters between HIPIMS and dcMS discharges. Some of the most 
interesting qualities of the HIPIMS discharge is its high plasma density and ionization fraction of the 
sputter target material. 

The high peak power pulses on the target in HIPIMS result in plasma electron densities up to 1019 m-3 
which is three orders of magnitude higher compared to dcMS Sputtering.  These high plasma densities 
promote ionization of the sputtered material forming an ionized sputtered material flux, where the 
ionization fraction can reach 90%.  The ion flux is subject to electric and magnetic force so its direction 
and energy can be controlled.  Being precisely controlled the target material ion flux can be used to 

                                                           
1 Priya Raman, Magnetic Field Optimization for High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering, Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2016 
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perform substrate pre-treatment as well as to enhance film and device properties.  Examples of 
enhancements are increased film density as well as significant improvements in film adhesion. 

Table 1.  HIPIMS vs DC Magnetron Parameters Comparison 
Parameter HIPIMS DC Magnetron 
Working Pressure 10-4 – 10-2 Torr 10-4 – 10-2 Torr 
Cathode Current Density JMAX ≥ 0.1 A/cm2 JMAX ≤ 0.1 A/cm2 
Discharge Voltage 0.3 – 1.2 kV 0.3 – 0.6 kV 
Plasma Density ≤ 1013 cm-3 ≤ 1011 cm-3 
Cathode Power Density 0.5 – 3 kW/cm2 < 0.1 kW/cm2 
Ionization Fraction 30% – 90% < 1% 
 

Typical Operating Conditions Of HIPIMS vs. dcMS 

The IMPULSE™ power supply converts low-current DC power (from an external DC power supply) into 
high-power pulses sufficient to push the plasma state into the HIPIMS regime.  This does not necessarily 
mean the operating power levels need to be increased because the time average power can be similar 
while compressing the energy into many intense pulses.  

It takes a little time and patience to explore operating parameter spaces to transition from dcMS to 
HIPIMS deposition for your application.  Users new to HIPIMS are encouraged to start at lower voltages 
and work up in voltage/power to determine optimal operating conditions.  Some users report achieving a 
HIPIMS mode at similar or even lower voltages than required with conventional dcMS (e.g. Cu target on 
2” TORUS high-field, balanced).  Others report improved film deposition using very short pulses at much 
higher voltages than could be used with dcMS (e.g. Ti target on 1” TORUS, normal-field, balanced).  The 
IMPULSE™ is capable of providing very short pulses < 10µsec at very high voltages and repetition rates. 

Starfire Industries designed the IMPULSE™ pulse power module to be an enabler for HIPIMS and give the 
researcher or process developer many knobs to turn to explore the parameter space.  If you are fortunate 
to have a process window to observe the discharge color, an immediate change can be observed in the 
transition from the sputtering gas (e.g. Argon) to the sputtered-material-dominated plasma under intense 
HIPIMS modes.  In addition, pulse waveform outputs can be monitored for transition from “gas-
dominated” to “metal-vapor dominated” to “self-sputtering” modes.  Also consult the plethora of 
academic literature available for starting points with various materials.2 

As detailed later in this manual, a dual IMPULSE™ configuration (SF-IMPULSE-DH) can provide 
synchronized pulses to a cathode and to a substrate bias for ion implantation.  The slave (follower) 
configuration can be delayed and windowed in time to produce a specific pulse to the substrate to drive 
mostly ions generated during the HIPIMS pulse on the cathode and limit sputtering gas implantation or 
plasma generated from other cathodes present in the system. 

  

                                                           
2 http://www.hipimsconference.com/ 
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Product Diagrams 
Front Panel 

 
Figure 2.  Front view of single unit (model SF-IMPULSE-SH) 

 
 

Figure 3.  Front view of dual unit (model SF-IMPULSE-DH) 

Controls for module A (present in all models, SF-IMPULSE-SH/ SF-IMPULSE-DH) 

1. Power on/off switch 

2. Knob for adjusting the variable indicated on the left-side of the user interface 

3. LCD touchscreen 

4. Knob for adjusting the variable indicated on the right-side of the user interface 

Controls for module B (present in dual units, model SF-IMPULSE-DH only) 

1. Knob for adjusting the variable indicated on the left-side of the user interface 

2. LCD touchscreen 

3. Knob for adjusting the variable indicated on the right-side of the user interface 

4. Power on/off switch 
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Back Panel 

 
Figure 4.  Rear view of single unit (model SF-IMPULSE-SH) 

 
 

Figure 5.  Rear view of dual unit (model SF-IMPULSE-DH) 

1. Fuses – 250V, 1A, Slo-Blo 

2. Main wall power to IMPULSE™ – labeled 120/240 VAC (can accommodate 90/250 VAC, 50/60 Hz) 

3. USB type B receptacle for in-field software updates (module B, if present) 

4. RJ45 Ethernet port to external monitoring and control (module B, if present) 

5. HV input from external DC power supply, N-type connector (module B, if present) 

6. HV output to magnetron cathode or substrate, N-type connector (module B, if present) 

7. Cooling fan (module B, if present) 

8. Voltage monitoring output to oscilloscope, BNC connector (module B, if present) 

9. Current monitoring output to oscilloscope, BNC connector (module B, if present) 

10. Master/slave sync I/O bus, BNC connector (module B, if present) 

11. Grounding stub (attach grounding strap to equipment common point here) 

12. HV input from external DC power supply, N-type connector (module A) 
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13. HV output to magnetron cathode or substrate, N-type connector (module A) 

14. Cooling fan (module A) 

15. Voltage monitoring output to oscilloscope, BNC connector (module A) 

16. Current monitoring output to oscilloscope, BNC connector (module A) 

17. Master/slave sync I/O bus, BNC connector (module A) 

18. USB type B receptacle for in-field software updates (module A) 

19. RJ45 Ethernet port to external monitoring and control (module A) 
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Installation & Use 
How to Install 

1. Carefully take the IMPULSE™ device out of its packaging and inspect for any damage during 
shipping. 

2. Screw IMPULSE™ unit into rack and ensure that device is stable. IMPORTANT:  Avoid blocking air 
flow on the top and sides of the unit to maintain adequate airflow.  Please see Ventilation section 
for more details for how to promote safe levels of ventilation.   

Rear Panel Connections 

1. Ground should be installed to a facility common point before anything else is connected.  Multiple 
IMPULSE™ units should be grounded together with flat copper braid of 6AWG equivalency (high-
surface area strap) at smallest among the devices as shown.   IMPORTANT:  Proper grounding is 
necessary for safe and proper operation of the unit.  Please refer to the Grounding section for 
more details. 

 
Figure 6.  Proper grounding of multiple IMPULSE™ units and DC power supplies when used together 
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2. If monitoring of instantaneous voltage and current pulses is desired, connect the voltage and 
current monitor outputs from the IMPULSE™ module to separate channels of an oscilloscope (not 
included) using a RG-58 coaxial cable with BNC connectors.  This is optional, and the presence or 
lack of these connections does not affect operation of the unit. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Instantaneous voltage and current monitoring with an oscilloscope 

3. If using a Dual IMPULSE™ system where one module will be the “Master” and one will be a “Slave”, 
connect a BNC cable to each “Sync” input on the back of the device.   If using multiple IMPULSE™ 
units (single or dual) together, connect all modules that are to be synchronized together with RG-
58 cables, using BNC tees where necessary to form a sync bus. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Proper connection of multiple IMPULSE™ units together for Master/Slave synchronized 

operation.  NOTE:  only one module can act as the master on a given sync bus. 
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4. Connect HV output 

The high voltage output should be connected from the N-type connect labeled “HV Out” on IMPULSE™ 
to the magnetron cathode (not included), or substrate when providing a pulsed substrate bias, using 
an RG-8 coaxial cable. 

 
Figure 9.  Connection of the high voltage output “HV Out” to a magnetron cathode 

The inner conductor of the coaxial cable will bias the magnetron cathode, while the outer conductor 
carries the current return path from the anode of the sputter system to the IMPULSE™ module.  See the 
“Safety During Operation > Grounding” section for more information. 

5. Connect HV input 

The IMPULSE™ Pulsed Power Module requires a high voltage input from a DC power supply (not included).  
IMPULSE™ stores charge from this DC input, and releases it in short, intense pulses.  The DC power 
supply’s output should connect to the N-type connector labeled “HV In” on the rear of the IMPULSE™ unit. 

 
Figure 10.  Connecting a DC high voltage power supply to IMPULSE™ “HV In” 

 
6. Connect AC power 

IMPULSE™ is powered by standard 90-250 VAC wall power at 50/60 Hz.  Connect the included power cable 
for your region to the “90-250 VAC” input on the rear panel. 
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Figure 11.  Powering IMPULSE™ 

Microcontroller (Touchscreen) Interface 

IMPULSE™ is equipped with a resistive (pressure-activated) touchscreen interface for each module to 
enable ease of use and operation.  A plastic stylus or typical touchscreen instrument can be used to aid 
data entry and menu selection.  The interface consists of four tabs at the top of the screen labeled 
“Timing”, “Limits”, “Monitor”, and “Configs”.  Each tab contains information readouts and controls that 
are relevant to that particular category of IMPULSE™ features.  Values can be typed into the text boxes by 
first pressing on the desired text box.  An on-screen keyboard will appear to allow the user to enter a new 
value.  Alternatively, some common variables (two per tab) can be controlled by the knobs on the front 
panel of the IMPULSE™ unit.  The variable controlled by the left knob is located within a purple box on the 
left side of the screen.  Similarly, the variable on the right side of the screen is controlled by the knob to 
the right of the touchscreen. 

To stay within safe operating conditions, some variables have limits on the range of valid values that will 
be accepted when typing in new values or adjusting the knobs.  When such a limit is reached, the value of 
the variable on-screen will flash red briefly to indicate a limit has been reached, and the value will revert 
back to its previous valid value.  In contrast, when a valid value is typed in, the new value replaces the old 
value on the screen and blinks green briefly.  Note that the limits on a given variable may also change 
dynamically as other variable values are adjusted, e.g. the maximum possible width of the pulse gets 
shorter as the period between pulses is shortened (rep rate is increase). 

Status Bar: 

Both the “Timing” and “Limits” tabs contain a status bar at the bottom of the screen, which includes a 
start/pause button for starting and pausing pulse output.  In addition, the value of two user-selectable 
measurements can be displayed on either side of the start/pause button.  The seven possible 
measurements are: 

Table 1.  Available variables for display in the status bar 
Variable Name Description 
I>lim Count The number of times the instantaneous current has exceeded the user-set 

current limit during the present run 
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I>lim / s The approximate rate of overcurrent threshold events per second 
Current (A) The time-averaged current in Amps 
Elapsed (s) The elapsed time of the present run in seconds 
Power (W) The time-averaged power in Watts [product of “Voltage (V)” and “Current (A)”] 
Rep Rate (Hz) The measured pulse repetition rate in cycles/second 
Voltage (V) The input/output voltage in Volts 

 

If there is a warning or fault condition that prevents starting of the IMPULSE™ unit, an orange box with 
the error code will appear over the start/pause button.  See the “Errors & Fault Messages” section for 
more information. 

 
Figure 12.  Example “Timing” screen 

 
Figure 13.  Example “Limits” screen 

 
Figure 14.  Example “Monitor” screen 

 
Figure 15.  Example “Configs” screen 

Timing screen functions: 

The timing tab allows the user to set the pulse mode for the IMPULSE™ unit and any relevant pulse timing 
characteristics for that mode.  The choices are “Master”, “Slave”, and “DC Passthrough”.  Depending on 
the mode chosen, the available variables will change, as will the pulse diagram (drawn in red, not to scale) 
to show the difference in pulse timing between the modes. 
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IMPORTANT: The unit will not operate correctly if configured as a “Master” while connected to another 
IMPULSE™ module that is also a “Master”, or if set to “Slave” mode when it is not connected to a “Master”.  
There needs to be exactly one “Master” present on the sync bus.  Please see the Errors & Fault Messages 
section for more information. 

In master mode, this IMPULSE™ unit controls the start time of pulses itself, and sends a sync pulse to any 
IMPULSE™ units configured as “slaves” and connected to it via the sync bus.  The start of the pulse is 
represented by the left-most rising edge of the pulse diagram, and the next pulse is represented by the 
rising edge at the far right of the screen.  The user can set the repetition rate, period, and pulse width.  
The repetition rate, or frequency, controls the number of pulses output in one second.  Alternatively, the 
period (in microseconds) of one pulse can be specified.  The repetition rate and period are inversely 
related, so that changing the value of one variable will also modify the other.  Lastly the pulse width 
controls the length (in microseconds) of the “on” portion of the pulse. 

In slave mode, the pulse does not necessarily turn on at the same time as the master (but can).  The red 
pulse diagram changes to show a slave pulse that is on after the master pulse, which is now a faded red 
color.  The user can set the desired slave delay and pulse width.  A slave delay of 0 would make the slave 
pulse coincident with the pulse from the master unit. 

In DC passthrough mode, there are no pulses or user-configurable settings since the DC voltage input is 
simply passed through the IMPULSE™ module.  The only controls are the standard start/pause button on 
the status bar.  Access to the “Limits” tab is also not possible/necessary when in DC passthrough mode.  
Note: in DC Passthrough mode the (transient) current-limit feature is set to 8 Amps to arrest arcs, since 
the DC supply will be unable to perform this function with the IMPULSE™ installed. 

 

 
Figure 16.  Pulse timing tab in 

“Master” mode 

 
Figure 17.  Pulse timing tab in 

“Slave” mode 

 
Figure 18.  Pulse timing tab in 

“DC Passthrough” mode 

Limits screen functions: 

The limits tab controls several limits that can be placed on the amount of current output by the IMPULSE™ 
module.  First, for low-current applications where a more accurate current reading is desired, the user can 
select “High resolution (bias) mode”.  In this mode (useful for applying a substrate bias during HiPIMS), 
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the unit is capable of outputting only half as much current as in the default “high-current” mode, but can 
obtain finer resolution on the time-averaged current measurement. 

The “Current limit” function can be enabled, revealing a text box where the limit can be entered.  Since it 
is shown within the purple box, the value can also be adjusted with the knob to the left of the LCD screen.  
The instantaneous current during a pulse is limited to the displayed value when the checkbox is checked, 
or the maximum limit (200 or 400 A, depending on the “High resolution (bias) mode” setting discussed 
above) when the current limit is not enabled (checked). 

When “Control power” is checked, the user can enter a power setpoint.  The IMPULSE™ unit will adjust 
the repetition rate of the pulses up or down to maintain the set power level that is internally calculated 
based on integrated current x supply voltage.  This is ideal for users with a specific power level in mind for 
a given material and sputter cathode size, e.g. 500W on a 2” gun.  In addition, an upper limit on repetition 
rate can be set for safety so that IMPULSE™ will not automatically increase rep rate above the given value 
in power control mode.  The power setpoint defaults to the current measured power when running, or a 
low value when the unit is off.  The repetition rate limit defaults to 10% above the current repetition rate.   

Monitor screen functions: 

The monitoring screen has no settings that can be adjusted, other than starting, pausing, or stopping 
pulsing with the buttons at the bottom of the screen.  Pausing maintains the values of cumulative variables 
(elapsed time and over-current count), while starting after the stop button has been pressed will reset 
those variables to 0. 

The purpose of the monitoring tab is to be able to see all of the measured variables at the same time.  All 
of the variables listed in Table 1 are displayed, in addition to an overcurrent event indicator that will light 
blue when an overcurrent event has been detected.  If there are any warnings, a description will appear 
in an orange box just above the “Start”, “Pause”, and “Stop” buttons.  See the “Errors & Fault Messages” 
section for more information. 

Configs screen functions: 

The configurations tab contains a dropdown menu with six selectable save slots (“Autosave” + “Slot 1” 
through “Slot 5”).  The autosave slot is used by the IMPULSE™ to save the current user settings whenever 
pulsing is started, paused, or stopped.  When the unit is powered on, it will automatically load the last 
used (autosaved) settings by default.  In addition, the user can manually save the current settings to Slots 
1-5 using the “Save” button.  Saved settings are recalled for use by tapping the “Recall” button, which 
replaces the current settings with those from the selected save slot, and returns the user to the pulse 
timing tab.  Slots 1-5 can be deleted with the “Delete” button if the saved settings are no longer needed.  
Deleting the autosaved settings is not possible. 

The configurations tab also shows the version number of the currently installed IMPULSE™ software to 
aid in receiving the most relevant customer service. 
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First time Startup Procedures 

1. After connecting all grounds and cabling, turn on device to ensure boot up process complete.  

2. After startup is complete, check to ensure that touch screen interface is working.  If the unit says 
that calibration of the touchscreen is necessary, please follow the on-screen prompts to do so. 

Typical Startup Procedures 

1. IMPORTANT: Please be sure that all back panel connections are properly made and secure.  Make 
sure that any connected DC power supply(s) are off or their output is disabled when turning on 
IMPULSE™. 

2. Turn on the AC power to the IMPULSE™ module(s), and wait for the “Timing” tab to appear, 
indicating the module has fully booted up. 

3. Only after all IMPULSE™ modules have initialized, turn on the AC power to connected DC power 
supply(s). 

Typical Deposition Procedures 

1. Set desired pulse parameters, such as pulsing mode, timing, and limits on IMPULSE™ module(s) 

2. Set desired voltages on connected DC power supply(s).  If possible, disable or minimize any strike-
pulse features on the DC supply. 

3. Enable output on DC power supply(s) (optionally, this step can be performed between steps 7 and 
8 for a smoother start-up). 

4. Confirm input voltages to IMPULSE™ module(s) via the “Voltage (V)” variable on the status bar or 
“Monitor” tab. 

5. Start any IMPULSE™ modules that are configured as slaves.  After being started, they will not 
output anything immediately.  However, they will output pulses when they receive the proper 
synchronization signal from the master IMPULSE™ module. 

6. Start the single master IMPULSE™ module.  Only at this point should there any output from any 
IMPULSE™ module(s) to the cathode(s) or substrate(s). 

7. Perform the desired deposition.  The elapsed time, voltage(s), time-averaged current(s), power(s) 
etc. can be monitored on the IMPULSE™ module(s).  The instantaneous voltage and current traces 
can be monitored on an oscilloscope (see the “Installation & Use > How to Install > Rear Panel 
Connections” section). 

8. After the desired time has elapsed, pause or stop the master IMPULSE™ module to stop the 
deposition.  Note: pausing allows the deposition to be later continued without resetting the 
elapsed time and total overcurrent event counters. 

9. Disable the output of DC power supply(s). 
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Typical Shutdown Procedures 

1. Turn off the AC power to connected DC power supplies. 

2. Turn off the AC power to the IMPULSE™ module(s). 

 

Future Interfacing 

In-Field Software Updates 

The IMPULSE™ unit is equipped with a USB type-A receptacle on the rear panel for the connection of a 
USB flash memory device containing updated IMPULSE™ firmware.  To update the firmware, when 
available, follow the steps below once each for both the “A” and “B” (if present) sides of the unit: 

1. Obtain the updated firmware file from Starfire Industries LLC®. 

2. Place the firmware file in a subdirectory of the root of a FAT-32 formatted USB flash drive named 
"IMPULSE 2-2 Firmware". 

3. If the IMPULSE™ unit is on, stop any running deposition. 

4. Insert the USB flash drive. 

5. If the IMPULSE™ unit is off, turn on the main power switch on the front panel. 

6. A prompt will appear asking you if you want to perform the update.  To update, choose “Yes” and 
follow the on-screen prompts. 

7. Anytime after the progress bar reaches 100%, the USB flash drive can be removed. 

8. IMPULSE™ will restart to run the updated software. 

9. If the flash drive was left in the USB port, you will be prompted to update the firmware again.  
Answer “No” and remove the flash drive to continue normal operation of the unit. 

Remote Ethernet Operation 

The unit is equipped with an Ethernet communications port for future use. 
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Safety During Operation  
Arc Protection 

The system control has a user-settable current threshold setting.  Once the instantaneous current exceeds 
this threshold level, the IMPULSE™ will terminate the current pulse and wait until the next scheduled 
pulse for firing.  This scenario is typically reached during an arc event when the instantaneous current 
rises rapidly in a run-away event.  However, this scenario is more frequently encountered when the DC 
power supply voltage is set too high for ambient conditions and target material selection—the HIPIMS 
mode leads to a self-sputtering, very high-current mode.  The IMPULSE™ supply treats both events 
similarly and will arrest current flow.  To the untrained observer this will appear like many arc events 
occurring in rapid succession.  Simply lower the DC power supply input voltage to lower the maximum 
current achieved or shorten the pulse width to not achieve this current level. 

Operating in standard mode (not high-resolution bias mode), the peak current can be set up to 400A.  In 
bias mode, this peak value is 200A.  Users should typically set this limit lower than the default setting to 
minimize arc-like events during cathode conditioning or to lower the peak value for 2” magnetron 
cathodes vs. 4” cathodes.  It is up the user to decide what parameter is best for their process conditions, 
but the current limit is typically set just above the normal-pulse peak current to detect arcs as quickly as 
possible.   

Under the Monitor tab on the touch screen interface, the right-side column will give indication of pulse 
current exceeding the user-settable limit in the colored circle.  The “I>lim Count” indicator will give a total 
count of the over current events encountered for the duration of the IMPULSE™ run (reset after each 
stop/start).  The “I>lim/s” indicator will give an approximate average rate of over current events per 
second that can be compared to the repetition rate set by the user.  This is an evaluative indicator for 
cathode conditioning. 

Grounding 

For safety, the ground terminal lug located on the middle of the rear panel should be connected to the 
common ground point for the facility equipment during IMPULSE™ installation.  Use a minimum of 6AWG 
copper ground strap braiding to provide  

Since the IMPULSE™ pulsed power module will be subject to occasional transient arc events on the 
magnetron sputtering cathode, the current return path from the sputtering gun is fed directly to the 
internal energy-storage common point to minimize any stray current paths that could radiate energy, 
disrupt logic or be a threat to safety. 

IMPORTANT:  The user should connect the N-type cable from the IMPULSE™ directly to the sputter gun.  
For example, a Kurt J. Lesker TORUS sputter gun will have a corresponding N-type connector with the 
center pin connected directly to the cathode and the outer conductor connected to the in-vacuum anode 
which is typically tied to the rest of the vacuum system and, therefore, grounded.  By maintaining a 
continuous return path from the sputter gun anode to the IMPULSE™ energy-storage module, this 
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improves overall safety.  If the user fails to connect the sputtering magnetron anode return line to the N-
type cable, then the return current pathway to the power supply will be through the facility equipment 
ground with safety consequences and equipment failure potential. 

IMPORTANT: Minimize cable lengths between the IMPULSE™ and the magnetron sputtering gun.  This 
will lower the overall inductance of the circuit and minimize stray voltage spikes.  A length of less than 6’ 
is considered nominal for low-loss coaxial cabling. 

 

Ventilation 

IMPORTANT:  Avoid blocking air flow on the top and sides of the unit to maintain adequate airflow.  The 
IMPULSE™ units are rated for 2kW operation over a range of voltages and repetition rates/duty factors 
provided they have access to sufficient ventilation.  It is good practice to leave space around the 2U rack 
for airflow. 
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Troubleshooting 
Microcontroller (touchscreen) hangs/freezes during boot-up or operation 

1. Trying turning off the power switch, wait a couple of seconds, and turn the power back on 

2. If the problem is not resolved, contact customer service through your sales representative 

 

Touchscreen does not accurately register screen taps 

1. Try touching the screen around the corners until the touchscreen calibration screen appears.  A 
re-calibration will automatically be initiated by the software when the touchscreen registers a 
touch that it calculates to be outside of the bounds of the screen. 

 

Errors & fault Messages Displayed On-Screen 

Error code on status bar #M ! 
Message on “Monitor” tab Another master was detected.  Only one master can be pulsing at a 

time. 
The unit is configured to be a master, and detected sync pulses on the sync bus from another master. 
Reconfigure one of the master units to slave mode, or do not connect them via the sync bus. Please see 
the Master/Slave Operations and Instructions section for more information. 

 

Error code on status bar T ! 
Message on “Monitor” tab IMPULSE temperature is too high. Pulsing can be resumed once the unit 

cools down. 
The IMPULSE™ pulsed power module contains an internal thermal switch to prevent components from 
overheating. During extreme pulsing conditions (high power, high rep rate, short pulse width, etc. – see 
derating curves) the thermal switch may trip. This message will be displayed on the screen. After the 
components have cooled down, the warning will be removed from the display and pulsing can be 
resumed. 
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Physical and Performance Specifications 
Parameter IMPULSE™ System 
Input Power Specifications 1 Phase, 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 1 A 
Input Charging Supply 1000 VDC nominal, 1250 VDC tolerant 

Time-Average power  ̴2 kW; subject to duty factor and rep rate 
Output Peak voltage 1000 V nominal, 1250 V tolerant 

Output Peak Current  200 A nominal, 400 A tolerant 

Arc Detection Time < 1 µs 

Peak Current Limiter User selectable up to 400 A 

Power Limit Mode User selectable; automatically throttles rep rate to hold cathode power 
constant 

Pulse Frequency User selectable; 1 Hz to 2 kHz nominal range, subject to power derating 
curve 

Pulse Width User selectable, 5 µs to 500 µs nominal range 

External Communications RJ-45 control I/O, USB Type A, BNC sync line, BNC I-V monitor out 

Pulse Module sync < 0.1 µs latency 

Cabling N-type HV connector standard, other options available 

Configuration Storage Onboard storage for 5 user selectable presets 

Physical Dimensions  2U rack; 19” (W) x 3.5” (H) x 20” (L) including handles and plugins 
                482.6 mm (W) x 88.9 mm (H) x 508 mm (L)  

Weight Single Module: 9 lbs., 11.6 oz. 
                            4.411 kg 
Dual Module:   13 lbs., 11.6 oz. 
                            6.226 kg 

Operating Temperature +5C to +40C, forced Air Cooling 

 

Default Operation Settings 

Master: Pulse rate: 100µs, Repetition rate: 100Hz 
Slave: Pulse rate 50µs, Slave delay: 50µs 
Current Mode: High current 
Current Limit: Off, falls back to built-in 400A limit 
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Derating Curves 

 

Note: The derating curves above are estimates, and actual performance may vary. Take care when operating near higher 
frequencies and voltages as this may cause thermal damage to the unit before the thermal inhibit functions properly. 
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